Despite the considerable progress made in a transport logistics research, an actual problem today is an optimization of time spends on search for optimal solution [1] . This article describes a method that can be used to simplify and solve the cargo routing problem with several vehicles. The method offers easier and faster solution compare to other known methods. The cargo routing problems are based on the classic traveling salesman problem (TSP). TSP is an NP-hard problem [2] . The task is to find a shortest possible route that visits each travel point exactly once with a return to the starting point given a list of points and their pairwise distances. Modern computer technology is widely used to solve this type of problems. However, practical matters require a more complex undertaking [3] .
One of the variations of routing problem is a routing with several vehicles and various cargo limitations [4] . Linear and integer programming methods are often incompatible for this type of problems due to the complexity and vast volume of data processing. Approaches that can be used include an introduction of heuristic methods (hypotheses) [5] , [6] . This technique leads to a decomposition of the problem [7] .
This article discusses a procedure of division of the routing problem with several vehicles to a problem with one vehicle with matrix approach.
1. Posing the problem showed on Figure 1 .
Figure 1 -Routing problem
The notation:
(J -the number of points);
i -path, [ 1, ] i I ∈ (I -the number of paths).
In general, the number of paths (1):
( 1) 2
(1) a) Introduce matrix П (dimension JxI) -defining the relationship between the point "j" and the path "i".
If element i=0 to the point "j", no visit the point "j";
If element n ij = 0, the path "i" not adjacent the point "j";
if n ij = 1 -the path "i" adjacent the point "j". 
P k -vector which visiting car # «k» all route points (dimension Jx1).
Elements of P k are Boolean variables.
If point is visited, it has two adjoin routs -one arriving and one departing. e) Suppose that each vehicle has two characteristics:
1.
G k -maximum mass cared by vehicle # "k",
V k -maximum volume cared by vehicle # "k",
So the restrictions are:
, defining determine the "g j " mass and
f) Substituting (2) in (3), we obtain:
g) The objective function is:
To find a shortest possible route for vehicle # "k", it is necessary to define vector х k for each vehicle by (5) 
with (4).
This problem is linear programming problem with "KxJ" number of variables and "2K" restrictions.
Similarly, we divide Т к :
The divisions cannot be done arbitrarily, because the resulting matrix П А should not be singular, i.e. have an inverse
(2) with (6):
So, the objective function with (7) is:
2 min (3) and (4) depend only on P k . Therefore, problem is divided
Equation (12) means that only one vehicle visit every point, except first.
Therefore, in accordance with (10), the general optimization problem can be separated into a problem of determining P k for each vehicle with (11) and (13) followed by the classical problem of routing for each vehicle solution.
Inversion П А is the main computational problem. Inversion can impose significant restrictions on the matrix method for a large size problem.
We formed the following rule of formation of the П А matrix, allowing its reversibility:
If an odd number of points vectors х А visits will include only those paths which form a closed path with the return to the starting point i = 1;
If an even number of points vectors х А visit will include paths of forming opened route.
Analytical formulas for calculating the matrix M k for arbitrary J:
(14) divides the problem without resorting matrix inversion П А .
3. Solve the routing problem with eleven points and the three vehicles with matrix method.
Find a shortest possible route that visits each point exactly once with a return to the starting point. Find P * k (k = 3). The objective function is minimal.
Graph distance matrices (Table 5) . Cell count is a number of paths (X kj ).
Row and column headers -number of points to which the adjacent road X kj . 
We will solve this problem a few deliveries: with and without taking into account constraints on the mass of the cargo.
Solution of the problem without constraints
Find a shortest possible route that visits each point exactly once with a return to the starting point. Optimal routes with minimum of objective function are:
First vehicle route is 1-11-9-7-10-6-2-4-8-5-3-1.
Second and Third vehicles are not used for the transport operation.
The value of the objective function is L = 46.
The problem with the restrictions on the mass carried by each vehicle
Capacity vehicles are G k (k = 3): So, the resulting integer linear programming problem is solution of (16), (17) and find Р Solving each problem of each vehicle with branch and bound method.
Optimal routes with minimum of objective function are:
First vehicle route is 1-7-10-11-1;
Second vehicle route is 1-5-2-6-1;
Third vehicle route is 1-3-9-8-4-1.
The value of the objective function is L = 63.95.
The problem with the restrictions on the mass and volume carried by each vehicle
Capacity vehicles are G k (k =3): 
